ATTENTION!

All Philadelphia School District Non-Homeless Students

Have school expenses become too difficult to afford due to a crisis you are experiencing or sudden hardship in your life, such as:

- The loss of family member?
- Being temporarily displaced from your home?
- Loss of personal property due to theft?
- A parent or guardian’s recent job loss? Or...
- Family facing unexpected medical and/or other expenses?

The School District of Philadelphia can provide some financial support to help you get what you need so you can fully participate in school. **Distribution is case-by-case.** Some of the things we can assist you with are:

- **Uniforms/Clothing**
- **Class trips**
- **Class dues**
- **School pictures**
- **Class subscriptions**
- **Some personal items***

* **NO** miscellaneous items such as computers, software, etc.

All you need to do is **contact your school counselor or nurse** and they can assist you in applying for **Emergency Funds**.

If you have any questions, please call:

**Ms. Delethine D. Coleman** at 215-400-6074

~ Help is just a phone call away! ~